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ABSTRACT
Database-as-a-Service is one of the prime services provided by Cloud Computing. It provides data storage
and management services to individuals, enterprises and organizations on pay and uses basis. In which any
enterprise or organization can outsource its databases to the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and query the data
whenever and wherever required through any devices connected to the internet. The advantage of this service
is that enterprises or organizations can reduce the cost of establishing and maintaining infrastructure locally.
However, there exist some database security, privacy challenges and query performance issues to access data,
to overcome these issues, in our recent research, developed a database security model using a deterministic
encryption scheme, which improved query execution performance and database security level. As this model
is implemented using a deterministic encryption scheme, it may suffer from chosen plain text attack, to
overcome this issue. In this paper, we proposed a new model for cloud database security using
nondeterministic encryption, order preserving encryption, homomorphic encryption and database
distribution schemes, and our proposed model supports execution of queries with equality check, range
condition and aggregate operations on encrypted cloud database without decryption. This model is more
secure with optimal query execution performance.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Database-as-a-Service (DBaaS), Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Database
Security, encryption.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Cloud computing is a technology, provides various
remote services on a pay and use basis. The cloud
services are broadly categorized into three types: 1)
Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS)
2)
Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS)
3)
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), the prime
example of SaaS is Database-as-a-service (DBaaS),
it allows organizations and end users to easily
outsource their databases and computations and
access data whenever and wherever required
through any device connected to the internet. DBaaS
provides organizations with unlimited data storage
services cost-effectively with higher availability and
easy deployment.

The cloud database setup is shown in Architecture
that the cloud database is hosted by various cloud
service providers and available over public cloud
network to be rented out, use it as a service. The
architecture of DBaaS is shown in Fig. 1, Cloud
databases offerings bundle together a package of
database management services, where organizations
no need to deploy and manage their database servers
and infrastructures, databases are hosted and
managed by a third party and accessed by users on
the cloud across the globe on pay and use basis. In
which any organization or individual user run the
application and upload or retrieve the data from
cloud databases.
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1.2. Benefits of DBaaS
There are many factors, demanded need for cloud
database services and the following are benefits of it.
 Highly Scalable: Infinity data storage capacity
 Cost-Effectiveness: this is a major advantage,
only pay for what we use, cost of hardware and
networking also eliminated
 For businesses struggling to manage their data,
the cloud can provide a low cost alternative to
investing in the infrastructure to manage it all at
their sites
 For DBaaS, the organization pays for what it
uses and time it uses, this is also a big advantage
to the cloud database service users
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initialization vector and a secret key, it outputs
nondeterministic cipher blocks for the same
plaintext block and then the relation is partitioned
vertically with selected columns into two or more
fragments and store these fragments of tables into
different database instances of the same cloud
environment and also one additional index column is
added to each table fragment, index column is
encoded with the hash function, to retrieve the tuple
values, a query will be sent to all database instances,
processed on encrypted database tables, the result
returned to the user is in an encrypted format, the
user will decrypt the result using a secret key. Our
proposed method addresses the data confidentiality
and availability issues of the cloud database and
reduces the query processing time to access the data
from the cloud database.
The remaining part of this paper discusses the
concepts: section II covers related work, section III
explains the proposed model methodology, section
IV Results and Implementation and section V covers
conclusion and future scope.
2. RELATED WORK

Fig.1. Database As-A-Service Architecture

Along with benefits, there are some challenges also
in DBaaS, the biggest challenge is data security and
privacy in the cloud environment. Now a day’s most
organizations or individuals are outsourcing their
databases to the cloud environment, the amount of
sensitive data stored in the cloud is increasing day by
day; hence it should be protected from malicious
parties. It introduces new challenges regarding
database security and privacy. The major threats to
user data are 1) protecting data from external
attackers 2) protecting data from cloud service
providers. Security and privacy to cloud databases
can be provided using 1.Data Distribution
Approaches and 2.Data encryption techniques.
Authors contributed their work to protect cloud
databases from malicious attacks, few of them used
data encryption methods and others used data
distribution methods. In this paper we proposed a
new model for cloud database security using a
combination of data encryption and data distribution
approaches, the basic idea of our proposed method is
initially all the tuples of a relation are encrypted
using AES-CBC-256 algorithm using random

In 1978,Ronald L.Rivest et al.[1] Introduced
encryption is a well-known technique for preserving
the privacy of sensitive data, and also presented the
limitations of the model. The authors also
demonstrated an application that how to protect and
access a small loan company data, which uses a
commercial time-sharing system to store the records
of loan company data bank. For data encryption,
privacy homomorphism techniques are used in their
model. Also introduced some sample privacy
homomorphism, some of them is weak
cryptographically and a “chosen cipher text” attack
may break them.
In 1981,George davida et al.[2] proposed a model
for database encryption using sub-keys, the basic
idea of this scheme is database is encrypted using the
Chinese Remainder theorem which satisfies some of
the required properties such as security, speed,
record level encryption, and attribute based data
access by users using distinct sub-keys.
In 2002, HakanHacigumus et al. [3] proposed a
model to address the problem of data to be protected
from database service providers and also proposed a
technique to execute SQL queries over the encrypted
database. Introduced a database encryption
algorithm for the full SQL query. The basic concept
of the algorithm is first, every tuple of a relation
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must be encrypted with a secure encryption
algorithm, then perform weak encryption to the
some of the attribute values, it is performed by
mapping attribute plain text values into a certain
interval and encrypting that interval by a secrete
permutation. Then these weakly encrypted attribute
values are appended to the actual cipher text.
Therefore different plaintext values may be mapped
to the same cipher text. But the information
available in the plaintext may be destroyed a little bit,
but this is not the same as in an ordinary encryption
scheme. With small post-processing, the remaining
information (like the number of tuples of the table,
or which tuples have similar values in which secret
attributes) is sufficient to query the encrypted
database.
In 2006,Evdokimov et al. [4] introduced a new
security definition for
Database Privacy
Homomorphism, the idea is the construction of
database Privacy Homomorphism based on a
searchable encryption scheme, in this scheme
initially, create some words, those are strings of the
same length and then identify the attributes of the
relation. Then bijectively convert the tuples of the
given relation to the sets of words or documents.
The number of words in each document is the same
as the number of attributes in the relation. The
globally fixed word length is equal to the length of
an attribute identifier plus the length of the longest
attribute value. Then documents are stored on a
remote server by encrypting using a searchable
encryption scheme. To apply an exact select query
on the encrypted relation, queries will be converted
into the search operation and processed as a search
operation, returning a set of encrypted strings. The
strings are then decrypted and converted into the
corresponding tuples. It is a generic construction for
a database PH, this can be proved to be secure in a
relaxed way, but still requires rigorous and plausible
sense under widely accepted cryptographic
assumptions.
In 2012, DongxiShenluWang et al.[5],
contributed work for secure query processing over
the encrypted database, it is named as programmable
order-preserving indexing scheme. This scheme is
built over simple linear expression of the form a*x +
b, the form of expression in public, ‘x’ is the input
value and coefficients ‘a’ and ‘b’ are kept secret (not
known to attackers). By using linear expression the
indexing scheme maps input value ’x’ to a*x + b +
noise, where noise is a random value. If noise is
carefully selected then the order of input values is
preserved. This indexing scheme allows the
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programmability of basic indexing expressions, in
which users can select different linear expressions
for different input values for indexing input values.
Programmability improves the robustness of the
scheme against brute force attacks since there are
more indexing expressions. This scheme is used to
process range queries over the encrypted database
and it only depends on linear expression, so that it is
easy to understand by the users. The problem with
this scheme is more processing overhead as different
linear expressions are used to create indexing for
different input values.
Authors in [6] proposed a model for cloud
database security in Database-as-a-Service; it
provides data privacy and security using data
distribution techniques instead of data encryption.
This technique is used by the existing netDB2
service. It is based on the multiple service providers
and secret sharing algorithm, the basic idea of
secrete sharing method is to distribute data to
multiple servers to ensure the privacy of user queries.
If the user wants to outsource data from a data
source (D) to database service providers
(DBS1,DBS2,……, DBSn), data is partitioned into
n shares and n shares will be stored in n DBS. If the
user wants to retrieve the data from DBS, the query
will be sent to all DBS and data received from all
DBS will be merged and the result will be sent to the
user. To reconstruct secrete value Vs at data source
D, the knowledge of any K can refer to Vs besides
some secrete information X that is known only to the
data source. Therefore with the full knowledge of
(K-1), DBS will not have any knowledge of Vs, even
if X is known to them. In this model, data source (D)
selects a random polynomial equation q(x) of degree
(K-1), where the constant is Vs. Each DBS has
constant Vs and X which is a set of n random points.
The problem with this model is the availability of all
DBS. If any one of the service provider’s server is
down, data cannot be retrieved and another problem
is the computational complexity of n random
polynomial equations for different n values. Another
issue identified in this model is authors only
considered numeric data for encryption, doest talk
about non-numeric data.
In 2017, authors in [7] recently proposed a model
for cloud database security to improve security level,
this model provides security to a cloud database
using a combination of data distribution and data
encryption techniques. This model uses two types of
clouds one is master cloud and another is slave cloud,
the master cloud stores the entire database encrypted
using some encryption algorithms and the slave
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cloud stores the extended columns (i.e. vertically
fragmented columns )of relation. Keys are not
revealed to master cloud service providers. In this
model, when a relation for master cloud is created,
one additional column is added for storing the
indexes of each tuple in that relation. The index
column stores the indexes of the tuple in plain text
format so that the user can query the relation through
that index to access the desired tuples. The index is
replicated in each fragment stored in the slave cloud.
Here master cloud is a private cloud because it is
available within the enterprise limits, it acts like a
proxy server, the task of the proxy server is to create
relations, insert, delete, encrypt, decrypt and process
the queries. The problem with this model is that
since it maintains a private cloud locally in the
enterprise environment, the same infrastructure has
to be established and maintained locally as public
cloud, so there is no benefit of cloud service
reflected. Another issue is all slave cloud servers
must always be available to retrieve the data by users.
If any one of the slave cloud servers is down data
can’t be retrieved, so losing on-demand cloud
service. And also increases query processing time to
access the data as the query has to be split forwarded
to all the slave clouds.
In 2020, Authors in [32] proposed a model for
database security in cloud known as Proficient
Security over distributed Storage: A method for data
transmission in cloud. Authors focused on issues of
data security on multiple clouds. Proposed model
partitioned data into two major types such as normal
data and sensitive data again sensitive data is further
partitioned into two parts. Every individual part is
enciphered and distributed over multiple clouds and
normal data is placed over a single cloud in cipher
text format. While decryption, sensitive data is
retrieved from multiple clouds and combined. The
proposed model also tested against various attacks
and also proved that model is resistant to pollution
attack, known plain text attack and key attacks. But
still this method suffers from availability property of
information security.
3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We propose a model for the outsourced database
security and availability problem in Fig. 1. The
proposed model involves 3 entities: the data owner,
the cloud service provider (CSP), and a group of
data users. Initially the data owner creates a database,
outsources it to the CSP, and shares it with the group
of data users. Along with the shared database, some
metadata also stored in the data owners local system
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to enable database security. Every user in the group
is allowed to access the shared database and to
modify and search the records in the shared database.
When a data user submits a query request to the CSP,
the CSP returns the corresponding records to the
user with and a proof for integrity verification. Then
the user verifies the correctness and completeness of
the query results using the proof. If the results are
correct, the user decrypts the records at user machine
and outputs Accept, otherwise the process
terminates and Reject outputs.
4. PROPOSED MODEL
In our model, the basic architecture of secure
Database-as-a-Service (DaaS) model is shown in
Fig. 2, in which the Data owner outsources
databases encrypted using the secure secret key to
CSP, then data owner shares the secret key securely
to data users through a secure channel, CSP stores
the encrypted database, and process the query
requests received from data owner or user on an
encrypted database. Data users send the query to
process on the encrypted database without
decryption to CSP, and then CSP processes the
query and returns the results to the data user.

Fig. 2. Basic Architecture Of Secure
Database-As-A-Service (Daas) Model.

In our proposed model we are using the
following database encryption schemes in
combination with the data distribution approach for
enhancing database security in the cloud.
4.1. Encryption Schemes
Traditional Encryption schemes provide strong
security guarantees, such as symmetric encryption
algorithms like AES, DES, etc. However, when
these traditional encryption schemes are used for
database encryption, leads to unavoidable database
search and processing problems, those are mainly
three types: Equality check, Order Checking and
Computability.
Equality Checking: Whenever plaintext data in the
database are encrypted using a traditional encryption
scheme, the same plaintext blocks may be mapped to
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different cipher text blocks if different keys or
initialization vectors are used. So that it is very
difficult to search text.
Order Checking: When numeric data values are
encrypted using a traditional encryption scheme, it
losses the order of numeric data, so it is very difficult
to search order of data, due to this range queries
cannot be applied to the database.
Computational problem: When plaintext data is
encrypted using traditional encryption algorithms,
we cannot perform operations like addition or
multiplication on cipher text data. Due to this
queries with aggregate functions cannot be applied
to the database.
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more secure and all aggregate operations like sum,
sub, min, max and average operations are performed
on them without decrypting. For example, if x1,x2
are two plaintext values then E(k,x1)*E(k,x2) is
equal to E(k,(x1*x2)) and D(k, E(x1*x2)) is equal to
x1*x2, where E(k, x) is the encryption of plaintext
values using secrete key ‘k’ and D(k,C) is the
decryption of cipher text C using secrete key ‘k’. So
it holds the multiplicative homomorphic property.
This encryption scheme is designed for executing
aggregate SQL queries on cipher text blocks without
decrypting them. In our model, we used the
homomorphic encryption scheme in [7]. This
homomorphic scheme is very efficient
4.2 Proposed model Methodology

To overcome the above issues, we are using three
categories of algorithms in our proposed model, so
that we can execute range and aggregate queries on
encrypted cloud databases without decrypting the
database tables.
 Nondeterministic Encryption
 Order Preserving Encryption
 Homomorphic Encryption
Nondeterministic
Encryption:The
non-deterministic encryption scheme maps the same
plaintext blocks to different cipher text blocks,
whenever plaintext is encrypted using traditional
encryption algorithms like AES-CBC-256 using a
secret key and a random initialization vector value
using Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) or Cipher
Feedback (CFB) modes. So that it is protected from
Chosen Plaintext Attack (CPA). In our proposed
model, we used the AES-CBC-256 algorithm for
database table encryption, since it is more secure and
efficient.
Order Preserving Encryption: The order
preserving encryption scheme is used for encrypting
numeric data in database relations because it
preserves the order of data in the cipher text. For
example if v1,v2 are two integer values and if v1<
v2, then it holds the order that Enc(k,v1) <Enc(k,v2),
where ‘k’ is a secret key and Enc(k,v1) is the
encrypted values of v1 using secrete key ‘k’. So that
rage queries can be executed efficiently and securely
on the encrypted database without decrypting. It
avoids the order checking problem. We used the
most popular order preserving encryption scheme
used in [8-10], in our model for numeric data
encryption.
Homomorphic Encryption:
Cipher outputs from homomorphic encryption are

First, database relations are encrypted using
appropriate encryption schemes, then relations are
vertically fragmented with selected columns of
relations (i.e. column selection for table partition is
based on data sensitivity level) and stored in cloud
databases. Two types of databases are used, one is a
master database and another is a slave cloud
database, master database is used to store the
metadata information in the data owner environment,
slave cloud databases are used to store the
fragmented tables. The metadata in the master
database includes the relations with fields like
relation name, column names and database name;
this is required for data owners and data users for
easy retrieval of data from cloud databases. For data
encryption, AES-256-CBC uses a secret key and a
random initialization vector is used for
nondeterministic cipher text blocks so that the same
plaintext blocks are mapped to different cipher text
blocks using the same secret key. It provides very
good data confidentiality and high security to the
data with optimal database encryption time, and we
used Order Preserving Encryption (OPE) scheme for
executing range queries over encrypted cloud
database, homomorphic encryption for aggregate
query execution over encrypted cloud database and
also used the hashing encryption scheme for equality
condition checking i.e. blind index, this model is
called as fully secure distributed approach (FSDA)
using the blind index. The methodology of my
proposed model:
 First, additional columns are added in cloud
database relations, one for the blind index for
equality check, one column for storing the
values encrypted using Order preserving
encryption for range condition checking and
another column for storing domain values
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encrypted using homomorphic encryption for
aggregate query processing.
The data owner encodes the primary key
column domain values of the table using the
hash encoding scheme and stores them in the
blind index column of the cloud database table,
here the SHA-256 encoding scheme is used.
Then all numeric column domain values are
encrypted using the Order Preserving
Encryption scheme [7] and stored in
additionally added columns of cloud database
for executing range queries over encrypted
database table without decryption.
Data owner also encrypts the domain values of
columns using a homomorphic encryption
scheme on which aggregate queries are to be
processed and store them in additionally created
columns in the cloud database.
Finally, the data owner encrypts all the column
values of a relation in a database using
AES-256-CBC encryption algorithm, a secret
encryption key and a random initialization
vector (IV), this key is known only to the data
owner and it should be securely shared to the
data users.
Then the encrypted database tables or relations
are vertically partitioned into two or more
fragments with selected columns by considering
data sensitivity criteria and also add index
column for each vertically fragmented relations,
this index value must be replicated in all
fragments for the tuple of un-partitioned
relation so that the user can retrieve the tuple
data easily and reduces the query execution
time.
Uploads the encrypted and vertically
fragmented table in multiple database instances
of the same cloud service provider environment.
Data owner maintains metadata in the
owner-private environment to know the
locations of fragments stored in cloud
databases.
Data owners must authenticate users to perform
operations on a cloud database, for
authentication users must register with the data
owner with their details.
The data owner will share the user credentials
with cloud service providers (CSP), so that CSP
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verify the user credentials with credentials
already shared by the data owner to CSP, if a
user is valid then CSP grant permissions to the
user to access data.
Data users can send the query request to the data
owner for the metadata information.
The data user can retrieve the encryption key
from the data owner and perform operations on
databases like selection, insertion, deletion and
updating.
The data owner or user retrieves the data from
the cloud database in encrypted form only and
performs decryption at the client environment
using the secret key. So CSP doesn’t have any
knowledge about the data stored in the cloud.
When the user sends the SELECT query to
retrieve the data from the database, it must
include the JOIN clause with a predicate on the
index column.

So the advantage of our proposed cloud
database security model is that 1) it is strongly
protected from Chosen Plaintext Attack(CPA)
because, in this model we used a random
initialization vector in AES-CBC-256 Algorithm for
database relation encryption, it maps the same
plaintext into different cipher text blocks. 2) As
database relations are partitioned vertically and
distributed into multiple database instances if the
attacker compromises the data in one fragment,
cannot get the complete information. The cloud
service providers will be unaware of the data stored
in the database because all attribute values of records
in database relations are stored in cipher text format.
3) Proposed model provides high availability service
compared existing approaches in literatures, as in
our proposed model database is stored in single
cloud service provider’s environment instead of
multi-clouds.
5. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND RESULTS
5.1 Cloud Computing Tools
For simulation of our model, we designed an
application using PHP and My-SQL server, also
used HTML for front end design, for this installed
the XAMPP tool and application is deployed on
local system. Then we created a public cloud
computing account at cloud clusters.io, which
provides an open-source cloud computing service.
We have created a My-SQL server managed with
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PhpMyadmin for experimental purposes and then
created two slave databases in the cloud for storing
fragments of database relation. The configurations
of servers created on the cloud are 3(core)
Processors,4GB RAM, 100GB SSD. Then run my
application on my local system configured with Intel
Core i5 processor,10GB RAM and 360GB hard disk
space. The network speed is 150mbps.
5.2 Results and Performance Evaluation
For our experimental work, we have taken employee
datasets and stored them in cloud databases. For
simulation purposes, we have created two database
relations on our local system one for storing
metadata and another for storing employee records
with fields id, emp_id, emp_name, emp_email,
emp_salary, and emp_age., this is called data at data
owner side, we also created two slave databases in
cloud environment each one for storing fragmented
relations and also note that we can create more
number of slave databases, which may be equivalent
to several fields in data owner base table. We have
created a fragmented table schema in slave
database1 with fields id, emp_id, emp_name,
emp_email and blindindex, here the blindindex
column is used to store the hash encoded values of
emp_id field, and here we have taken emp_id filed
as the primary key. Also created another fragmented
table in slave database2 with two columns i.e.
emp_salary, and emp_age. Then1000 records of
employees are encrypted using a suitable encryption
scheme and inserted into the cloud databases, the
results are shown in figures. Fig. 3. shows the data
stored in the data owner local system, it is in plain
text format. Fig. 4. shows the data stored in a
vertically fragmented table in cloud database server
1, in which field values emp_id, emp_name and
emp_email are encrypted by data owner using the
AES-256-CBC algorithm and secure encryption key
and stored in cloud, bindex column values are
encoded values of emp_id column using an
SHA-256 encoding scheme, bindex column values
are required for executing select queries with
equality check condition on encrypted database
relation without decryption in the cloud environment.
Fig. 5. shows the data stored in a vertically
fragmented table in cloud database server2, these
column values are encrypted by the data owner using
the AES-256-CBC algorithm and secure encryption
key and stored in the cloud.

Fig. 3. Table data in plain text format stored in local
system to be outsourced by the data owner

Fig. 4. Table data after encryption and fragmentation
stored in cloud database server1

Fig. 5. Table data after encryption and fragmentation
stored in cloud database server2

Fig. 6. shows the emp_age column values
encrypted using a homomorphic encryption scheme
by the data owner and stored in a cloud database for
executing SQL queries with aggregate functions on
an encrypted cloud database without decryption. Fig.
7. shows the emp_salary column values encrypted
using an order preserving encryption scheme by the
data owner and stored in a cloud database for
executing SQL queries with range conditions on
encrypted cloud database without decryption. In our
proposed model we have stored these column values
in an isolated cloud server, these records are
retrieved using the replicated id column values in
each fragmented table.
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Table 1.Time Delay In Seconds To Encrypt And Insert The
Records In Cloud Databases
Time delay to upload Data in Cloud
database(Seconds)
No. of Records

SCA(sec)

FDSA(sec)

106

58.87

87.39

206

114.22

184.69

306

177.63

265.06

406

243.00

349.15

506

297.23

442.66

606

423.89

473.61

We evaluated the performance in terms of a time
delay to encrypt and upload the data in cloud
databases and to retrieve records from a cloud
database and decrypt at the client-side and show the
result to the user. The performance of our method is
compared with the existing methods. For
performance testing of our proposed model, the first
106 records are encrypted and inserted in cloud
databases then 206,306,406,506 and 606.

Fig. 6. Emp_age field values encrypted using
homomorphic encryption

Fig. 8. Time Delay In Seconds To Encrypt And Insert The
Records In Cloud Databases Of FDSA And SCA Models

Fig. 7. Emp_Salary Encrypted Using Order Preserving
Encryption

Table 1. shows the performance in terms of the
time delay of Secure Centralized Approach (SCA)
and Fully Distributed Secure Approach (FDSA)
using nondeterministic encryption (i.e. our proposed
model) ) for encrypting and inserting the records in
cloud databases. The data recorded in table 1 are
used to compare the time delay of the existing model
with our proposed model for encrypting and
executing INSERT/UPDATE query to insert or
update data in the cloud database.
Fig. 8. shows that our proposed model
performance in terms of time delay for encrypting
and inserting the data in cloud database is a little bit
slower than the existing model, but as security is a
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concern our model is more secure than the existing
models.
Table 2.Time Delay For Select Query Execution To
Retrieve All Records From Cloud Database And Data
Decryption At Client Side
Time delay to Retrieve Datafrom cloud database (seconds)
No. of Records

SCA(sec)

FDSA(sec)

106

1.02

1.04

206

1.89

1.82

306

2.74

2.76

406

3.50

3.03

506

4.29

4.18

606

4.62

5.18

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

data distribution and nondeterministic encryption
approach for Database as a Service in Cloud. The
proposed model employed AES-256-CBC algorithm,
order-preserving encryption and homomorphic
encryption schemes for database encryption and
vertical fragmentation technique is used for data
distribution. For implementing our model, designed
a web application using PHP and My-SQL, we run
our application using the XAMPP tool on the local
machine and created a database server on open
source cloud service provider cloudcluster.io and
evaluated the performance of SELECT query
execution with equality check, range check
predicates in WHERE clause on encrypted cloud
databases and measured the time delays to access the
records from the cloud. In our research, we have
compared the performance of our model with
existing state of art methods and found our model is
more secure with optimal query execution time and
with high availability service. Our future research is
to introduce novel methods to further enhance the
data security level and data upload performance.
REFERENCES

Fig. 9. Shows Time Delay For Select Query Execution To
Retrieve All Records From Cloud Database And Data
Decryption At Client Side Of SCA And FDSA Models

Table 2. shows the data recorded for testing the
performance in terms of time delay for SELECT
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